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1 IntrodutionThe purpose of this paper is to �nd a fast diret method to solve the linearsystem of equations Mx = y (1)where M is a symmetri blok tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix,2666666664A TT A . . .. . . . . . TT A
3777777775 : (2)

Let us assume that M is of blok order n� 1 and that A and T are of orderm � 1. Suh a matrix arises for instane from a �nite di�erene approxima-tion to an ellipti partial di�erential equation on a retangle with Dirihletboundary onditions. A typial example is the Poisson equation, althoughthe method will be appliable to a muh larger lass of di�erential equations.The most ommon diret methods for solving (1) are yli redution andmatrix deomposition or Fourier analysis. Both methods assume that A andT ommute. Cyli redution was devised by Hokney [5℄ and is based on aredution proess that halves in every step the number of equations. In itsoriginal form, the method was not stable, but Buneman [3℄ developed a sta-ble version. Fourier analysis or matrix deomposition was also developed byHokney [5℄ and uses the simultaneous eigenvalue deomposition of A and T totransform the unknowns, suh that the system (1) deouples into m� 1 tridi-agonal systems of order n� 1. For a detailed desription of the two methodsand some generalizations we refer to Buzbee, Golub and Nielson [2℄. Hokney[6℄ ombined the two methods into the FACR-algorithm: �rst l steps of yliredution are performed after whih the remainig system is solved by Fourieranalysis. The ombination is faster than the two methods used independentlyand Swarztrauber [10℄ found an optimal value for l. We remark however thatthe Fourier analysis method, and onsequently the FACR-method as well, isonly e�etive when some kind of fast Fourier transform an be used. Kro-neker produt methods do not have this drawbak. As opposed to matrixdeomposition, the methods do not use an eigenvalue deomposition of A andT , but they try to blok diagonalize the matrix M in formula (2), by makinguse of the Kroneker produt. Beause of the spei� form of M , this an bedone by a sine transform matrix. Kroneker or tensor produt methods were�rst desribed by Lynh, Rie and Thomas [7,8℄, but later several authors2



used this tehnique. The methods hold for arbitrary A and T , even if they donot ommute. In Hendrikx [4℄ one an �nd a broad lass of ellipti partialdi�erential equations with several types of boundary onditions and by usingseveral types of grid, that an be solved fast by Kroneker produt methods.In this paper we will ombine yli redution and Kroneker produt methodsto the KPCR-method, similar to the FACR-method. The ombined methodwill be faster than the individual methods. For the Poisson equation, theKPCR-method will have a speed omparable to the FACR-method, but theKPCR-method is more general, sine it will hold for arbitrary A and T andwe do not need the eigenvetors of A and T .The outline of the paper is as follows. In setion 2 and 3 we will review yliredution and Kroneker produt methods respetively. The KPCR-method,the new ombined method, will be desribed in setion 4. In setion 5 we willsee that the method an be generalized to the ase where A and T do notommute. Finally, we will end with some numerial examples in setion 6.
2 Cyli redutionIn this setion we will review the yli redution method. Suppose we wantto solve the linear system (1) where A and T ommute. Originally the methodwas restrited to the ase that n is a power of 2, but Sweet [11℄ generalized themethod for arbitrary n. For simpliity however we will suppose in this setionthat n = 2k+1. To onform with the matrix M , we write the vetors x and yin partitioned form,

x = 2666666664 x1x2...xn�1
3777777775 ; y = 2666666664 y1y2...yn�1

3777777775 :We write down three sueeding equations of (1), for j even:Txj�2 + Axj�1 + Txj = yj�1;Txj�1 + Axj + Txj+1 = yj;Txj + Axj+1 + Txj+2 = yj+1:3



Multiplying the �rst and third equation by T , the seond by �A, and adding,we have T 2xj�2 + (2T 2 � A2)xj + T 2xj+2 = Tyj�1 � Ayj + Tyj+1:If we do this for every even j, the system deouples in 2 new systems:2666666664A(1) T (1)T (1) A(1) . . .. . . . . . T (1)T (1) A(1)
3777777775
2666666664 x2x4...xn�2

3777777775 =
2666666664 y(1)2y(1)4...y(1)n�2

3777777775 ;and 2666666664A A . . . A
3777777775
2666666664 x1x3...xn�1

3777777775 =
2666666664 y1 � Tx2y3 � Tx2 � Tx4...yn�1 � Txn�2

3777777775 ;with A(1) = 2T 2 � A2; T (1) = T 2;y(1)j = Tyj�1 � Ayj + Tyj+1; j = 2; 4; : : : ; n� 2:The matrix of the �rst system has the same form as (2), so we an apply theredution repeatedly, until only 1 equation remains. The eliminated unknownsan be found by the seond equation. This proess is alled yli redution.The method was developed by Hokney [5℄ but we refer to [2℄ for a detaileddesription.3 Kroneker produt methodLet Sn (or shortly S) denote the sine transform matrix of order n:Sn = 24s 2n+ 1 sin ij�n+ 135ni;j=1 :The matrix is symmetri and orthogonal, and S an be applied to a vetorin O(n logn) operations as long as n + 1 = 2k for some integer k (or hasat least small prime fators). We onsider the lass of matries that an bediagonalized by S�n = fC = Sn�Snj� any diagonal matrix of order ng4



This lass is sometimes alled the � -lass [1℄ or the lass of S-matries [9,4℄ andthe matries have a very typial struture. A haraterization for the matriesin this lass is the ross-sum property, this is for any matrix C in �n holdsi;j�1 + i;j+1 = i�1;j + i+1;j;where we have assumed the \boundary onditions" 0;j = n+1;j = i;0 =i;n+1 = 0. Reversely, every matrix that satis�es the ross-sum property (in-lusive the \boundary onditions") lies in the � -lass. As a onsequene, suha matrix an be ompletely build from its �rst row. By alulating the �rstrow in the relation S� = CS, we see that the matrix of eigenvalues � an beomputed from the �rst row as well. As an example, a symmetri tridiagonalToeplitz matrix (i.e. a matrix of the form (2) with A and T salars) satis�esthe ross-sum property and therefore an be diagonalized by Sn.By use of the Kroneker produt we an extend this lass to blok matries.For instane, onsider a matrix C of the formC = (Sn 
 Sm)�(Sn 
 Sm)with � an arbitrary diagonal matrix of order mn, and where 
 denotes theKroneker produt between matries. The matrix C is onsidered as a blokmatrix of blok order n and we denote the (i; j)-blok in C as Ci;j. The ross-sum ondition holds both between and inside the bloks:Ci�1;j + Ci+1;j = Ci;j�1 + Ci;j+1 (3)and i;j�1;k;l + i;j+1;k;l = i�1;j;k;l + i+1;j;k;lwhere i;j;k;l denotes element (i; j) in the blok Ck;l, and again with the \bound-aries" set to zero. Equivalently, for a matrix C de�ned asC = (Sn 
 Im)�(Sn 
 Im); (4)where Im denotes the identity matrix of order m and where � is an arbitraryblok diagonal matrix of blok order n, only the relation (3) between the bloksholds. Reversely, every blok matrix that ful�ls the blok relation (3), an bewritten in the form (4). As a onsequene, the matrix M of (2) an be blokdiagonalized as M = (Sn�1 
 Im�1)B(Sn�1 
 Im�1): (5)The matrix B is a blok diagonal matrix and its diagonal bloks an be foundfrom the �rst row of M : B = diagfB1; : : : ; Bn�1g;5



Bj = A + 2T os j�n ; j = 1; : : : ; n� 1:Notie that another way to get this result is to write M as M = In�1 
 A +P 
 T , with P the matrix
P = 2666666664 0 11 0 . . .. . . . . . 11 0

3777777775 :The matrix P is a � -matrix and an therefore be written as Sn�1
Sn�1, with
 = diagf2�=n; : : : ; 2(n� 1)�=ng, suh thatM = (Sn�1 
 Im�1)(I 
 A+ 

 T )(Sn�1 
 Im�1):The matrix in the middle of the right hand side is a blok diagonal matrixand is preisely the latter matrix B.We an use the fatorization (5) to solve the linear system Mx = y as x =(S 
 I)B�1(S 
 I)y. This leads to the following algorithm.Algorithm 1 (Kroneker produt method) Solve the linear systemMx =y, where M is a blok symmetri tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix of blok ordern� 1 with A on the diagonal and T on the subdiagonal.(1) ŷ = (S 
 I)y(2) Solve the systems �A + 2T os j�n � x̂j = ŷj, for j = 1; : : : ; n� 1(3) y = (S 
 I)x̂The �rst and last step imply m� 1 sine transforms of order n� 1. The seondstep onsists of solving n�1 linear systems with matriesB1; : : : ; Bn�1 of orderm � 1. Often, the matries A and T are tridiagonal or diagonal matries,so this an be omputed in O(nm). Therefore, the total operation ount isO(nm logn) if A and T are tridiagonal and if n has small prime fators.We notie that this method is similar to the matrix deomposition method orFourier analysis [5,2℄. If A and T ommute and are symmetri, then they aresimultaneously diagonalizable by some orthogonal matrix Q. We an use thisto deouple the system inm�1 tridiagonal systems of order n�1. The methodonsists then of three steps similar to the Kroneker produt method: �rstperform an orthogonal transformation on the unknowns with transformationmatrixQ, next solvem�1 tridiagonal systems, and �nally perform again someorthogonal transforms with the matrix Q. In ase of the Poisson equation, thematries A and T have a very spei� form and the matrix Q is equal to thesine transform matrix Sm�1. In this ase, the operation ount is O(nm logm)6



ops (if m has small prime fators). The Kroneker produt method however,has operation ount O(nm logn) for every banded A and T . Moreover, A andT do not have to ommute or have to be symmetri and we do not need toompute the eigenvalues or eigenvetors. Finally, we remark that in Hendrikx[4℄ the Kroneker produt method is used to solve a broad lass of elliptipartial di�erential equations with several types of boundary onditions andon di�erent types of grid. The linear systems that arise have a di�erent formompared to (1), but one an use other trigonometri transforms to blokdiagonalize the matries.4 KPCR-methodIn this setion we shall desribe the KPCR-method whih ombines the meth-ods of setion 2 and 3. The method is similar to the FACR-method [6℄, whihis a ombination of yli redution and Fourier analysis. The KPCR-methodhowever will be more general then the FACR-method.We will assume again that AT = TA and n = 2k+1. Instead of performingyli redution until only one equation remains, the KPCR-method beginswith only l steps of yli redution (l < k), exatly as the FACR-methoddoes. In the latter method, the remaining systems will be solved by Fourieranalysis, in the KPCR-method we will use the Kroneker produt method. Ifwe want to state expliitely the number of yli redution steps l, we willdenote the methods as the FACR(l)- and the KPCR(l)-method. After l stepsof yli redution we have a systemM (l)x(l) = y(l);with M (l) the matrix
M (l) = 2666666664A(l) T (l)T (l) A(l) . . .. . . . . . T (l)T (l) A(l)

3777777775 ;and where A(l) and T (l) are de�ned by the reursionA(r) = 2 �T (r�1)�2 � �A(r�1)�2 ; A(0) = A;T (r) = �T (r�1)�2 ; T (0) = T;7



for r = 1; : : : ; l. Furthermore
x(l) = 2666666664 x2lx2�2l...xn�2l

3777777775 ; y(l) = 2666666664 y(l)2ly(l)2�2l...y(l)n�2l
3777777775 ;where y(l)j is de�ned by the reursiony(r)j = T (r�1) �y(r�1)j�2r�1 + y(r�1)j+2r�1�� A(r�1)y(r�1)j :Sine the matrixM (l) has the same form asM in (2), we an use the Kronekerprodut method from setion 3 to solve the systems. By other words, M (l) anbe blok diagonalized by the sine transform(Sn=2l�1 
 I)B(l)(Sn=2l�1 
 I);where B(l) = diagfB(l)1 ; B(l)2 ; : : : ; B(l)n=2l�1g;and B(l)j = A(l) + 2T (l) os j�n=2l : (6)If we use algorithm 1 to solve the system, we have to solve in a seond step thesystems B(l)j x̂j2l = ŷ(l)j2l: Even if A and T have small bandwidth, the bandwidthof B(l)j an beome very large, for instane if A and T are tridiagonal, thebandwidth of B(l)j is 2l+1 + 1, just like A(l). However, in [2℄ A(l) is written asa produt of matries built up with A and T :A(l) = � 2lYj=1 A+ 2T os (2j � 1)�2l+1 ! : (7)We will dedue a similar fatorization for B(l)j . It an be easily seen that A(l)and B(l)j are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2l in A and T , so thatA(l) = 2lXj=0 jAjT 2l�j � P2l(A; T ); B(l)j = 2lXj=0 djAjT 2l�j � Q2l(A; T ):Let p2l(a; t) and q2l(a; t) be the salar analogues of the matrix polynomials P2l8



and Q2l : p2l(a; t) = 2lXj=0 jajt2l�j; q2l(a; t) = 2lXj=0 djajt2l�j;then it follows from (6) thatq2l(a; t) = p2l(a; t) + 2t2l os j�n=2l :If we make the substitution a=t = �2 os �, then Buzbee, Golub and Nielson[2℄ derived that p2l(a; t) = �2t2lT2l(�a=2t);where Tn(�a=2t) = os(n�) denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of the �rstkind of degree n. It then follows thatq2l(a; t) = �2t2l  T2l(�a=2t)� os j�n=2l! :The seond fator vanishes for 2l� = �j�2l=n + 2r� with r 2 Z, or in termsof �a=t for �a2t = os�j�n + r2�2l � ; r = 1; : : : ; 2l:Finally, sine the leading oeÆient of Tn(x) is equal to 2n�1, we an write q2las q2l(a; t) = � 2lYr=1�a+ 2t os�j�n + r2�2l �� :Consequently B(l)j = � 2lYr=1�A+ 2T os�j�n + r2�2l �� : (8)If A and T are tridiagonal matries, a linear system with B(l)j as matrix anbe solved as 2l repeated tridiagonal systems. Now the KPCR(l)-method isomplete, and we an formulate the algorithm. However, for the yli redu-tion method to be stable, matrix-vetor produts of the form A(r)y have to beavoided. Buneman [3℄ developed a stable version. The basi idea is to introduevetors p(r)j and q(r)j suh that y(r)j = A(r)p(r)j + q(r)j ; and to rewrite the al-gorithm in funtion of p(r)j and q(r)j and without matrix-vetor produts withA(r) as matrix. If we apply the same adjustments to the KPCR(l)-method,then after l steps of yli redution, we have to solve the systemT (l)xj�2l + A(l)xj + T (l)xj+2l = A(l)p(l)j + q(l)j ;for j = 2l; 2 �2l; : : : ; n�2l (with x0 = xn = 0), so again matrix-vetor produtswith A(l) appear in the right-hand side. However, we an rewrite the system9



as T (l) �xj�2l � p(l)j�2l�+ A(l) �xj � p(l)j �+ T (l) �xj+2l � p(l)j+2l� =q(l)j � T (l) �p(l)j�2l + p(l)j+2l� ;and onsider it as a system in the unknowns xj � p(l)j . We now state theomplete algorithm.Algorithm 2 (KPCR(l), Buneman-variant 1) Solve the linear systemMx =y, where M is a blok symmetri tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix of blok ordern� 1 with A on the diagonal and T on the subdiagonal. The matries A andT ommute and are of order m� 1. We assume that n = 2k+1.(1) Initialisation(a) p(0)j = 0; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n(b) q(0)j = yj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1(2) RedutionFor r = 1; 2; : : : ; l doFor j = 2r; 2 � 2r; : : : ; n� 2r do(a) p(r)j = p(r�1)j ��A(r�1)��1 �T 2r�1(p(r�1)j�2r�1 + p(r�1)j+2r�1)� q(r�1)j � ; withA(r�1) as in (7).(b) q(r)j = T 2r�1 �q(r�1)j�2r�1 + q(r�1)j+2r�1�� 2T 2rp(r)j(3) Solve remaining system(a) ~q(l)j = q(l)j � T 2l �p(l)j�2l + p(l)j+2l� ; voor j = 2l; 2 � 2l; : : : ; n� 2l(b) q̂(l) = (SIn=2l�1 
 I)~q(l)() Solve B(l)j x̂j = q̂(l)j for j = 2l; 2 � 2l; : : : ; n� 2l, with B(l)j as in (8).(d) ~x(l) = (SIn=2l�1 
 I)x̂(l)(e) x(l)j = ~x(l)j + p(l)j ; voor j = 2l; 2 � 2l; : : : ; n� 2l(4) Baksubstitution (we assume x0 = xn = 0)For r = l � 1; l � 2; : : : ; 0 doFor j = 2r; 3 � 2r; : : : ; n� 2r doxj = p(r)j + �A(r)��1 �q(r)j � T 2r (xj�2r + xj+2r)�, with A(r) as in(7).We still have a freedom in hosing the value of l, the number of yli redu-tion steps to perform. To �nd an optimal value for l, we will ompute theasymptoti operation ount of the algorithm, under the assumption that Ais tridiagonal and T is diagonal. Sine A(r�1) is a produt of 2r�1 tridiagonalmatries, every redution step requires 8m2r�1 ops for every r and j. Wehave to ompute n=2r � 1 vetors qj, so the total ount for the redutionstage is 4 lmn ops. A similar argument holds for the baksubstitution. Fi-nally for solving the remaining system, in the beginning and at the end wehave to perform m sine transforms of length n=2l � 1, whih requires in total5mn=2l log2 n ops. In the middle we have to solve 2l tridiagonal systems of10



order m for every j, so this gives 8mn ops in total. Hene, the total operationount Cl for the algorithm isCl = 8lmn+ 5mn=2l log2 n ops:This expression is minimized at l = log2 log2 n+log(5=8 ln 2) or l � log2 log2 n�1. With this value of l, we obtain an asymptoti operation ount of 8mn log2 log2 nops for the algorithm, whih is better than yli redution or the Kronekerprodut method used independently.We notied already that the method is similar to the FACR(l)-method, where�rst l steps of yli redution are performed, followed by Fourier analysisto solve the remaining system. Swarztrauber [10℄ proved that the asymp-toti operation ount is 8mnl + 5mn=2l log2m, whih is minimized at l �log2 log2m � 1. For this value of l, we obtain a total operation ount of8mn log2 log2m for the FACR(l)-algorithm. So, for m = n, we expet thatthe KPCR(l)-algorithm is as performant as the FACR(l)-algorithm. However,the FACR(l)-algorithm only reahes this performane for matries A and Tthat an be diagonalized by a matrix whih allows some kind of fast Fouriertransform, where the KPCR(l)-algorithm is fast for arbitrary matries A andT with small bandwidth. We do not need knowledge of the eigenvalues or-vetors of A and T . Moreover, the KPCR(l)-algorithm an be generalized tothe ase that A and T do not ommute, as will be seen in the next setion.Sine yli redution an be generalized to the ase where n is not anymorea power of 2 [11℄, the KPCR-method also does not have to be restrited tothis ase. Moreover, it an be easily generalized to the Poisson equation withother types of boundary onditions, like Neumann or periodi, by using othertypes of trigonometri transforms.
5 The KPCR(l)-method for non-ommutative A and TIf we want to solve the system (1) in the ase where A and T do not ommute,we an still apply the KPCR-method by handling the equivalent system2666666664T�1A II T�1A I. . .I T�1A

3777777775
2666666664 x1x2...xn�1

3777777775 =
2666666664 T�1y1T�1y2...T�1yn�1

3777777775 : (9)
11



Now, the matries T�1A and I do ommute of ourse, and we an applyalgorithm 2. For simpliity, let us denote ~A = T�1A. The matrix ~A(r) inalgorithm 2 an be rewritten as~A(r) = � 2rYk=1T�1  A+ 2T os (2k � 1)�2r+1 ! :Similarly it is easy to see that for ~�(l)j holds~�(l)j = � 2lYk=1T�1 �A+ 2T os�j�n + k2�2l �� :This an be used to solve the systems with ~A(r) or ~�(l)j as matrix.Of ourse, by rewriting the system as (9), it is also possible to apply the FACR-method. However, in that ase we will need the eigenvalues and -vetors ofT�1A and they are not always easy to ompute. Moreover, even if we know theeigenvetors, in most ases they are not related to a fast transform, leading toa loss of performane of the FACR(l)-algorithm.6 Experimental resultsWe have implemented the KPCR-algorithm and the FACR-algorithm in For-tran 90. The programs were exeuted on an IBM SP2 mahine in double prei-sion. The FFTs were alulated via FFTPACK. We present two examples. The�rst example is the Poisson equationr2� = f on the square [0; 1℄2 with Dirih-let boundary onditions on all sides. We hoose �(x; y) = 3ex+y(x�x2)(y�y2)as the exat solution of the Poisson equation and we use a 2048 � 2048 gridto disretize the equation, suh that n = m = 2048 = 211. In table 1 you will�nd the exeution times (in se.) for the FACR- and the KPCR-method fordi�erent values of l, the number of yli redution steps to perform. Notiethat the ase l = 0 orresponds to the Fourier analysis method, respetivelyKroneker produt method seperately, while l = 10 orresponds to yli re-dution seperately. It is lear that the ombined methods are faster than theindividual methods. The minimum is not attained at l � log2 log2 n � 1, butrather at l � log2 log2 n. The KPCR-method and FACR-method have om-parable exeution times, although the FACR-method seems to be a little bitfaster.Our seond example is the Poisson equation in polar oordinates1r ��r  r���r!+ 1r2 �2���2 = 16r2;12



l KPCR FACR0 22:11 17:081 12:65 9:662 8:42 6:143 5:95 4:524 5:59 4:115 5:87 4:446 6:12 4:627 6:57 5:138 7:06 5:749 7:61 7:6810 8:27 7:53Table 1Computation times in seonds for the Poisson equation on a squareon the irle segment 0 � r � 1, 0 � � � �=2. We assume Dirihlet boundaryonditions on all sides and �(r; �) = r4(1 � os 4�) as the exat solution. Intable 2 we take n = m = 1024 for the grid and we list the exeution times fordi�erent values for l. In this example the FACR-method is not possible, sinethe matries A and T will not ommute. With this value for n we an performat most 9 steps of yli redution. Again, the ombination of yli redutionand Kroneker produt methods is faster then the individual methods, andthe minimum is attained at l = 4 � log2 log2 1024.Referenes[1℄ D. Bini and M. Capovani, Spetral and omputational properties of bandsymmetri Toeplitz matries, Linear Algebra Appl. 52/53 (1983) 99{126.[2℄ B.L. Buzbee, G.H. Golub and C.W. Nielson, On diret methods for solvingPoisson's equation, SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 7 (1970) 627{656.[3℄ O. Buneman, A ompat non-iterative Poisson solver, Tehnial Report 294,Stanford University Institute for Plasma Researh, Stanford, California, 1969.[4℄ J. Hendrikx, Veralgemeende S-matries en hun aanwending bij deeindigedi�erentiebenaderingen van di�erentiaalvergelijkingen en het oplossenvan symmetrishe band-Toeplitzstelsels, Ph.D. Thesis, Katholieke UniversiteitLeuven, 2000 (in duth).[5℄ R.W. Hokney, A fast diret solution of Poisson's equation using Fourieranalysis, J. Asso. Comput. Mah. 8 (1965) 95{113.13



l KPCR0 11:691 8:732 7:053 6:794 7:055 7:626 8:217 8:948 9:579 10:10Table 2Computation times in seonds for the Poisson equation in polar oordinates[6℄ R.W. Hokney, The potential alulation and some appliations, in: B. Adler,S. Fernbak and M. Rotenberg, eds., Methods of Computational Physis, Vol.9 (Aademi Press, New York and London, 1969) 136{211.[7℄ R.E. Lynh, J.R. Rie and D.H. Thomas, Tensor produt analysis of partialdi�erene equations, Bull. Amer. Math. So. 70 (1964) 378{384.[8℄ R.E. Lynh, J.R. Rie and D.H. Thomas, Diret solution of partial di�ereneequations by tensor produt methods, Numer. Math. 6 (1964) 185{199.[9℄ L. Mertens and H. Van de Vel, A speial lass of strutured matries onstrutedwith the Kroneker produt and its use for di�erene equations, Linear AlgebraAppl. 106 (1988) 117{147.[10℄ P.N. Swarztrauber, The methods of yli redution, Fourier analysis and theFACR algorithm for the disrete solution of Poisson's equation on a retangle,SIAM Rev. 19 (1977) 490{501.[11℄ R.A. Sweet, A yli redution algorithm for solving blok tridiagonal systemsof arbitrary dimensions, SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 14 (1977) 706{720.
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